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Developing Beam IO (Java)

● Starting point: Developing a new I/O connector
● Design:

○ Define the input/output format
○ Read - Splittable DoFn (SDF), Write - ParDo
○ Determine target pipeline configuration parameters

● Develop:
○ DoFn to process an element
○ Read/Write PTransforms  

● Test IO: 
○ Unit testing, Integration, Performance testing

● Release: IO Documentation and examples
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https://beam.apache.org/documentation/io/developing-io-overview/


                                 cdap.io 

An open-source platform for data applications in 
hybrid and multi-cloud environments
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      Google Cloud Data Fusion

Visual point-and-click interface enabling code-free 
deployment of ETL/ELT data pipelines

Ecosystem of plugins, including business 
applications connectors

https://cdap.io/


CDAP IO
Provides transforms for reading and writing data via CDAP plugins

Connects Apache Beam with a variety of business applications like Salesforce, 
Hubspot, ServiceNow and Zendesk

Uses CDAP plugin definition 
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CDAP IO Workflow
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SparkReceiver IO

SparkReceiverIO provides transforms to read data via Apache Spark 
Receiver

Prerequisites:

● Spark Receiver provides HasOffset interface.
● Records have a numeric field that represents record offset.
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SparkReceiver IO Workflow
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Beam Parallelism & IO

Input parallelism - reading from bounded and unbounded sources, i.e. 
data source parallelism

Inter-stage parallelism - splitting processing across workers, e.g. 
key-based data partitioning

Intra-stage parallelism - splitting element processing within 
transforms, e.g. Splittable DoFns, bundle processing
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Data Source Parallelism
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Refers to the parallelism achieved by reading 
data from multiple sources or partitions of a 
single source concurrently.

(E.g. Kafka topic partitions)
SparkReceiverIO
Each receiver builder can be associated with 
single source object and create multiple 
receivers during processing



Inter-stage parallelism
Refers to the parallelism between different 
transforms (or stages) within a Beam pipeline. 

Achieved by runner implementation

(E.g. key-based operations in Beam)
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Achieved by supported runners – Direct 
runner and
Dataflow runner v1 and v2

SparkReceiverIO



Intra-stage: Splittable DoFn (SDF)
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Executing an SDF follows the following steps:

1. Each element is paired with a restriction 
(e.g. filename is paired with offset range 
representing the whole file).

2. Each element and restriction pair is split (e.g. 
offset ranges are broken up into smaller 
pieces).

3. The runner redistributes the element and 
restriction pairs to several workers.

4. Element and restriction pairs are processed 
in parallel (e.g. the file is read). Within this last 
step, the element and restriction pair can 
pause its own processing and/or be split into 
further element and restriction pairs.
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SparkReceiverIO
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Testing IO and Release

IO Testing
○ testing guide, IO transforms testing
○ Unit, integration and performance test
○ Created RabbitMQ SparkReceiver 

on-demand source in Apache Beam that 
generates streaming data according to 
provided profile

Release
○ Beam website IO Connectors
○ Documentation & Readmes
○ Complete examples
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https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/BEAM/Contribution+Testing+Guide
https://beam.apache.org/documentation/io/testing/
http://metrics.beam.apache.org/d/bnlHKP3Wz/java-io-it-tests-dataflow?orgId=1
https://beam.apache.org/documentation/io/connectors/
https://github.com/apache/beam/tree/master/examples/java/cdap


Demo

Data and Analytics Accelerators 
https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators
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https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XVGiEitFQjB3ugKezQJl5cbzv59kder0/preview


Summary

Developing Beam IOs

Machine Learning

Multilanguage pipelines

https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators
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https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators


Questions?
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/akosolapov
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elizaveta-lomteva 

https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators

https://akvelon.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/akosolapov
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elizaveta-lomteva
https://github.com/akvelon/DnA_accelerators
https://akvelon.com

